
ATTN:  Mark McFarland                                                                                            7 May 2020 

             City Administrator, City of Park Hills 

 

FROM:  Frank Shovlin 

              Utilities Director, City of Park Hills 

 

SUBJ:  Drinking Water Fluoridation 

 

1.)  As part of the Park Hills potable water production process, liquid fluoride is currently added 
to the finished water before it enters the distribution system.  Raw water samples have 
consistently proven that our well water already contains natural fluoride levels ranging about 
0.2 mg/L to 0.3 mg/L.  The treatment plant operator injects the liquid fluoride and raises the 
concentration level up to approximately 0.7 mg/L. 

 

2.)  Based on past department records and on a consistent fluoride demand of approximately 
one barrel every four days, topped with feed equipment maintenance and repair along with 
laboratory equipment and reagents for monitoring, the total expenditures for fluoridation costs 
the department anywhere in the range of $17,000.00 to $22,000.00 annually, depending on 
customer demand. 

 

3.)  Currently, the chemical feed equipment utilized for this process is very antiquated and is in 
dire need of replacement.  The chemical itself, is extremely acidic and corrosive.  Even with 
using proper personal protective equipment, this stuff poses a safety and health hazard to the 
treatment plant operator while topping off carboys, making feed adjustments, etc.  At the 
present time, we do not have a storage facility with the proper chemical or HAZMAT safety 
containment features. 

 

4.)  The actual health benefits provided to our customers through fluoridation is highly 
questionable.  The societal norm these days shows that many people consume bottled water 
verses water straight from the tap.  Dental benefits for consumers are generally limited to 
younger people, pre-teen.  The average adult body does not process the added fluoride to 
achieve the health or dental benefits.  I do personally know from my past experience working 
with a water regulatory agency, that in conjunction with the Environmental Protection Agency 



(EPA) lowering recommended concentrations of fluoride in drinking water to about 50% of the 
original standards a few years ago, many public water systems have already opted out of the 
fluoridation process.  At one time in Missouri, there were over one hundred systems adding the 
fluoride in a 28-county area.  Currently that number is down to a dozen or less. 

 

5.)  Given the safety and health hazards facing our treatment plant operator, the fluoride levels 
that is naturally already present in our well water, the questionable health benefits received by 
our customers, the pricey capital outlay needed to replace feed equipment and construct 
proper HAZMAT storage and containment facilities to meet OSHA and other regulatory 
requirements, topped with the existing already high annual expenditure to feed this, I here-by 
formally request authorization to discontinue feeding this highly corrosive chemical to the Park 
Hills potable water supply. 

 

6.)  I contacted Mr. Brad Ledbetter, Drinking Water Supervisor for the Missouri Department of 
Natural Resources Southeast Regional Office, searching for information on the process we 
would need to follow to discontinue fluoridation.  He said that a resolution voted on and 
approved by the Park Hills City Council is the authorization we need.  Once the resolution is 
approved, I will then send a certified copy of the meeting minutes to Mr. Ledbetter, who in turn 
will update all records on the regulatory side of the house, and amend our mandatory water 
analysis, testing, sampling, and reporting schedule. 

 

7.)  Please review this proposal and forward a resolution for consideration and a vote by our 
city council?  If you have any questions on this matter, or if I can be of any assistance towards 
processing this request, do not hesitate to contact me. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Frank Shovlin, 

Utilities Director 

 

 

              


